
Galactic Redemption – Plot Synopsis 
 

Tara Falcona is the head of a terrorist organization, imprisoned for the destruction of a 

munitions facility.  Using her resourcefulness to escape, Tara boards a spacecraft and becomes 

a stowaway when a gargoyle named Jigantus boards the same ship and pilots it off-planet. 

On the planet Jenis, the restless Jay Ganthor slips into a nightclub to steal a mystical Artifact 

from the corrupt politician, Bastian Vilkor.  After witnessing a murder, Jay is cornered by 

Bastian and rescued by his father, Larry Ganthor.  Larry later takes the Artifact for himself, 

leaving Jay on his own. 

When Jigantus discovers Tara aboard his ship, he loses control and crash-lands on Jenis.  Jay 

sees the crash and goes to investigate, when Bastian and his forces arrive, prepared to arrest 

the three of them.  A wise swordsman, Brayen Treln, enters the fray.   

With Jigantus and Tara captured, Brayen and Jay stage a prison break.  Brayen explains that he 

was among the line of guardians assigned to protect the Artifacts, which over time were stolen 

or sold off to corrupt politicians and warlords.  Brayen suggests that they seek out the rest of 

the Artifacts in order to restore unity to the galaxy. 

Jay predicts that his father is on the planet ParTon.  When they arrive, Jay goes to seek out his 

father, while Tara intends to go after a local warlord, Hemlord Rathorious.  Larry has joined 

forces with Hemlord in order to rule the planet, since both of them have an Artifact. 

Tara gets captured by military forces, when Jigantus arrives to stage a revolt, buying Tara, Jay, 

and Brayen time to escape.  Tara blows up Hemlord’s fortress, enraging Hemlord, who throws 

her off a cliff.  Jay goes after her, and is able to save them both through the use of an Artifact.  

Brayen and Jigantus rescue Jay and Tara, and then head off-planet, where they are caught by 

Bastian.  Jigantus’s gargoyles come to their rescue, destroying Bastian’s forces. 

Before they leave ParTon, Jay and Tara capture Larry Ganthor and steal his Artifact.  Brayen, 

Tara, and Jay regroup, and with three Artifacts in their possession, they head out to find the 

rest. 


